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Where did it come from?

Call for Action

• Purdue Anti-Racism Coalition

• Call for student accountability

• Concern about recent hate/bias events
What will it Accomplish?

Unity, Pride, and Accountability

• Unity – Create guidelines for the characteristics all Boilermakers should have

• Pride – Improve safety and overall well-being of all Purdue Students

• Accountability – Develop general rules for students to keep themselves in line
Boilermakers, who are we?

We are a family that embodies integrity through the practice of honesty, humility, and accountability.

We are a unified community that respects each other by embracing diversity, promoting inclusion, encouraging freedom of thought and speech, and never attempting to silence those freedoms in others.

We are determined to grow as individuals as we tirelessly pursue our goals.
The Purdue Creed

We are innovators, discovering new ideas and solutions that will foster a positive global impact.

We are honored to share our long-lasting traditions instilling a legacy of loyalty and pride within ourselves and others.

We ARE ever grateful ever true, We ARE One Purdue!

Boilermakers, WHO ARE WE?

Integrity, respect, honor.
We ARE ever grateful ever true, We ARE One Purdue!
INTEGRITY
RESPECT
HONOR
THE PURDUE CREED
Questions?